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The aim of this study was to explore the behavioral profiles of children of various types of social status, in a sample of 54 preschool children (15 boys, 39 girls; mean age = 5.15 years), using an observational method. Popular, rejected, neglected and controversial types of social status were defined by direct observation of the behaviors received by each child from their peers. Behavioral profiles were obtained from the time budget of activities exhibited by each subject during free play time. Popular children showed high levels of hierarchical play and sociability and low levels of all aggression subtypes; rejected children showed high levels in person-directed and seizing object aggressions and did not engage in hierarchical play; neglected children displayed low levels of hierarchical play and sociability and higher than average levels only in seizing object aggression; and controversial children showed high levels of sociability and low levels of hierarchical play. The results highlight the relevance of hierarchical play in social acceptance and its possible effectiveness as an intervention tool.
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Clear evidence exists among social development researchers that children’s peer relationships play an essential role in furthering social adjustment and competence (Asher & Coie, 1990; Asher & Parker, 1989; Hartup, 1983, 1989, 1992); furthermore, peer relationships serve as a protective factor against the impact of adverse family environments and a disadvantaged background (Criss, Pettit, Bates, Dodge, & Lapp, 2002; Price, 1996). The behaviors displayed in these early social relationships have a decisive influence on the number of opportunities provided for learning the social skills required for social adaptation.

The usual method of measuring future social adjustment is to look at the social status of preschool children. Indeed, it has been well documented that rejected status constitutes a social risk status (Dodge et al., 2003), whereas being popular is considered an advantage for subsequent social adaptation (Moreno, 1999b).

The main question we aim to answer in this study is whether it is possible to identify the behavioral profiles related to acceptance or rejection. Thus, with the aim of identifying the social behaviors related to social adjustment during the preschool period, the study will explore the differences between different types of social status as regards their behavioral profiles.

Social status research has mainly focused on sociometric measures (for a review see Newcomb, Bukowski, & Pattee, 1993). Thus, the use of sociometric classification could be considered a traditional methodology for the study of social acceptance among peers. One of the most widely used measures has been the peer assessment technique, in which children are asked to nominate classmates as either liked or disliked in play. In short, using this or similar techniques, it is possible to establish different status types with regard to social acceptance among peers. Although the earliest research projects relied on one-dimensional sociometric classification systems (popular or unpopular), later researchers (Coie, Dodge, & Coppotelli, 1982) developed a two-dimensional sociometric
classification system (social preference and social impact) which has since played a key role in research focusing on peer relations and social development. In their meta-analytic review, Newcomb et al. (1993) suggested that this standard two-dimensional model could be considered a classical approach to the study of peer popularity. This model, which allows a variety of configurations of unpopular children to be identified, has been a key area of progress in the study of children’s peer relationships (Rubin, Bukowski, & Parker, 1998). In addition to the popular and average child, three other social status types have been identified: rejected, neglected, and controversial.

Popularity or rejection at early ages seems to be an important predictor of future social adjustment. Abundant support has been provided for the stability of popular and rejected children over time and across settings (e.g., Cillessen, Bukowski, & Haselager, 2000). Popular status predicts future social competence, that is, the ability to develop intimate relationships in adolescence, whereas childhood peer rejection is linked to a host of adjustment difficulties in adolescence and adulthood, including aggression, social anxiety, academic failure and school drop-out, delinquency, and psychopathology (for reviews see Coie, Dodge, & Kupersmidt, 1990; Kupersmidt, Coie, & Dodge, 1990; Parker & Asher, 1987).

On the other hand, the status of controversial and neglected children seems to be less stable over time, and some authors believe that they are less at risk from future maladjustment than their rejected counterparts. Nevertheless, being highly active and disruptive, some controversial children may eventually become rejected ones. Although the evidence is scarce, some authors point out that the possible risk of future emotional maladjustment (feelings of depression, social anxiety and learned helplessness) lies in the tendency of these children towards social withdrawal (Goetz & Dweck, 1980; La Greca, Dandes, Wick, Shaw, & Stone, 1988; Rubin & Mills, 1988).

The aforementioned results are based on sociometric methods, in which the choices made by the children are based on the behavior that they observe in the subjects they nominate. In this study we will try to establish different types of social status based on the direct observation of the behaviors received by children from their peers during free play, and to identify the behavioral profiles demonstrated by the children in each of the different social status categories.

In specific terms, and assuming that the observation of the behaviors received by children from their peers during free play enables their social status to be determined, our hypotheses are a) that there are significant differences between the behavioral profiles demonstrated by children of different status, b) that these differences in the behavioral profiles shown may help us identify the behaviors most closely related to acceptance and rejection right from the preschool period.
METHOD

PARTICIPANTS
The sample consisted of 54 preschoolers (N = 54; 15 boys and 39 girls; mean age = 5.15 years, SD = 0.32) from a state school in a large metropolitan area in Cadiz (Spain). The community served by the school consists primarily of lower-middle socioeconomic class families, and most parents had completed only secondary-level education. The children’s parents had been fully informed of the study and had given their consent.

STUDY AREA
The study area was a 190m² open-air playground containing one drinking fountain, five trees, four stone benches, two goal nets, one large basketball basket and some balls. The study group shared the space with 150 other children aged nine and under, without an adult present, although they were watched by teachers situated at the entrance.

PROCEDURE
The participants were observed during their free play period at school. The children were filmed with a video camera at least twice a week during their daily half hour free play period throughout a whole academic year (from October to June). The children filmed were unaware of the observers. Behaviors were recorded using focal sampling and continuous recording methods (Martin & Bateson, 1986), and two independent measures were taken of the behaviors received by the children from their peers and the behaviors in which they themselves engaged.

SOCIAL STATUS
In order to assign each child a specific type of social status, we considered the affiliative and aggressive behaviors that children received from their peers. Both affiliative and aggressive behaviors were coded in two-way frequency matrices in which peers appeared in the rows and the target children in the columns. In both matrices, the sum of each column represented the total of the affiliative and aggressive behaviors (hereafter AF and AG, respectively) received by each child from all their peers. In accordance with the two dimensions of the sociometric status defined by Peery (1979), we calculated Social Impact as the sum of AF and AG and Social Preference as AF minus AG. In accordance with the system proposed by Coie et al. (1982), five types of social status were identified: a) Popular = children who received a Social Preference of 1.0 or more, a standardized AF score of 0 or more, and a standardized AG score of less than 0; b) Rejected = children who received a Social Preference of less than
-1.0, a standardized AG score of 0 or more, and a standardized AF score of less than 0; c) Neglected = children who received a Social Impact of less than -1.0, a standardized AF score of less than 0, and a standardized AG score of less than 0; d) Controversial = children who received a Social Impact of 1.0 or more, a standardized AF score of 0 or more, and a standardized AG score of 0 or more; and e) Average = all remaining children. The number of subjects assigned to each status varied: 7 were popular, 5 rejected, 13 neglected, 16 controversial, and 13 average.

**Behavioral Profiles**

In order to obtain the behavioral profiles of each child we calculated the time spent engaging in the following behavioral dimensions: a) Aggressiveness: In our study, and taking into account the results of a previous study (Muñoz, 2000), we considered three aggression subtypes, person-directed aggression (threatening, smacking, attacking), seizing object aggression, aimed at the retrieval of an object (trying to take an object, taking an object), and defensive object aggression, a defensive reaction to a perceived threatening seizing object aggression (avoiding robbery); b) Sociability. Four subtypes were considered: shared resources, which includes behavioral patterns related to cooperation in the handling of objects and resources (showing, offering an object); physical contact, affiliative behaviors that include physical contact (putting arms round someone, fondling, hugging); social contact, activities that facilitate the initiation and maintenance of affiliative contact (approaching, accompanying); and prosocial behavior, behavior related to providing assistance (helping); and c) Play. Only one subtype was considered, hierarchical play, including pretend play, which implies a group hierarchy for the distribution of roles, and rough-and-tumble play, which has been attributed with a hierarchical character (Pellegrini, 1988; 1993).

To analyze the data, a minimum of two authors recorded the behaviors of each child and, for the inter-observer reliability of the coding system, a Kappa coefficient (Cohen, 1960) was calculated three times during the study period, with the following values being obtained: 0.84, 0.91, and 0.96 respectively.

**Statistical Analysis**

The variables considered were:

1. Types of social status: four categories were considered in the analysis, (a) popular, (b) rejected, (c) neglected and (d) controversial.
2. Gender of the children.
3. Time spent engaging in the different subtypes of aggressiveness, sociability and play.

Given the limited size of the sample, and bearing in mind that we had, in previous studies, observed the existence of gender differences with regard to
some behaviors (Braza, Braza, Carreras, & Muñoz, 1997), a series of two-way ANOVAs was applied to obtain the variation of the behavior in relation to each type of social status and gender. The comparisons of the values of each status were analyzed using a post hoc test (Fisher’s Protected LSD). All tests were two-tailed.

RESULTS

AGGRESSIVENESS

**Person-Directed Aggression** As shown in Table 1 and Figure 1a, rejected children spent more time engaging in person-directed aggression than did popular children ($p = 0.0213$; post hoc test) and neglected ones ($p = 0.0214$; post hoc test).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Analysis of Variance in Person-Directed Aggression for Boys and Girls of Different Social Status Types**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>$F$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social status types</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>26.631</td>
<td>3.380</td>
<td>0.0297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26.546</td>
<td>10.106</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Status x Gender</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14.540</td>
<td>1.845</td>
<td>0.1582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>86.678</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1a: Proportion of time spent engaging in person-directed aggression by the children of different social status types.

Note: The horizontal line represents the average level.
Gender differences were observed in the time spent engaged in person-directed aggression with boys spending more time engaged in this aggression subtype than girls ($M = 2.82, SD = 2.539$ and $M = 1.45, SD = 1.403$, respectively). The “Social status types x Gender” interaction was not statistically significant (Table 1).

**Seizing Object Aggression** The differences between the social status types as regards seizing object aggression were statistically significant (Table 2 and Figure 1b). Rejected children showed the highest level of seizing object aggression, with the proportion of time spent by rejected children engaging in this behavior being significantly higher than that for popular children ($p = 0.0204$; post hoc test) and controversial children ($p = 0.0238$; post hoc test).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social status types</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.871</td>
<td>3.622</td>
<td>0.0230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>0.6565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Status x Gender</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.799</td>
<td>4.491</td>
<td>0.0095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>11.756</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1b:** Proportion of time spent engaging in seizing object aggression by the children of different social status types.

*Note:* The horizontal line represents the average level.

Although no gender differences were observed in this subtype of aggressive behavior, the “social status types x gender” interaction was statistically significant (Table 2 and Table 3). Gender differences in seizing object aggression
were detected only in the case of neglected children, with boys spending a higher proportion of time engaged in this aggression subtype than girls ($M = 1.680, SD = 1.458$ for boys and $M = 0.220, SD = 0.561$ for girls). Furthermore, when boys were considered separately, we found that neglected subjects ($M = 1.680, SD = 1.458$) spent a higher proportion of time engaging in seizing object aggression than do their popular ($M = 0.001, SD = 0.001$) and controversial ($M = 0.232, SD = 0.217$) counterparts. Among girls, rejected subjects ($M = 1.140, SD = 0.971$) spent a higher proportion of time engaging in this aggression subtype than popular ($M = 0.174, SD = 0.389$), neglected ($M = 0.220, SD = 0.561$) and controversial ($M = 0.260, SD = 0.324$) ones (Table 3).

### Table 3
**Comparison of Means in the “Social Status Types x Gender” Interaction of the Analysis of Variance in Seizing Object Aggression**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$F$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boys vs Girls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Popular</td>
<td>0.121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rejected</td>
<td>1.510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Neglected</strong></td>
<td><strong>13.809</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Controversial</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boys</td>
<td>Popular vs. Rejected</td>
<td>0.192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Popular vs. <strong>Neglected</strong></td>
<td>9.508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Popular vs. Controversial</td>
<td>0.216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rejected vs. Neglected</td>
<td>3.894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rejected vs. Controversial</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Controversial vs. Neglected</strong></td>
<td><strong>11.036</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girls</td>
<td>Popular vs. <strong>Rejected</strong></td>
<td>5.821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Popular vs. Neglected</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Popular vs. Controversial</td>
<td>0.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neglected vs. <strong>Rejected</strong></td>
<td>6.789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neglected vs. Controversial</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Controversial vs. Rejected</strong></td>
<td><strong>6.377</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sociability**

**Social Contact** After controlling gender, a variation in social contact was observed between the different types of social status ($F_{(3,33)} = 3.373, p = 0.0299$, Two-Way ANOVA). Popular children spent a higher proportion of time engaging in social contact than did both rejected ($p = 0.0500$; post hoc test) and neglected ($p = 0.0317$; post hoc test) ones (Figure 2a).
Our results show a significant statistical difference between the children of different types of social status with regard to the time spent in hierarchical play, after gender was controlled ($F_{3,36} = 4.831, p = 0.0062$, Two-Way ANOVA). As shown in Figure 2b, popular children spent a higher proportion of time engaged in this kind of play than did rejected, neglected and controversial ones ($p = 0.0086$; $p = 0.0018$ and $p = 0.0014$; respectively; post hoc test).

**Figure 2a:** Proportion of time spent engaging social contact by the children of different social status types.  
*Note:* The horizontal line represents the average level.

**Figure 2b:** Proportion of time spent engaging in hierarchical play by the children of different social status types.  
*Note:* The horizontal line represents the average level.

**Play**

**Hierarchical Play** Our results show a significant statistical difference between the children of different types of social status with regard to the time spent in hierarchical play, after gender was controlled ($F_{3,36} = 4.831, p = 0.0062$, Two-Way ANOVA). As shown in Figure 2b, popular children spent a higher proportion of time engaged in this kind of play than did rejected, neglected and controversial ones ($p = 0.0086$; $p = 0.0018$ and $p = 0.0014$; respectively; post hoc test).
For the two last behavioral profiles, social contact and hierarchical play, no gender differences ($F_{(1, 33)} = 0.118, p = 0.7329; F_{(1, 36)} = 1.401, p = 0.2443$, respectively) or “social status types x gender” interaction ($F_{(3, 33)} = 1.807, p = 0.1650; F_{(3, 36)} = 0.760, p = 0.5248$, respectively) were detected.

For the defensive object aggression, shared resources, physical contact, and prosocial profiles, no statistically significant differences were found in either social status types ($F_{(3, 33)} = 0.697, p = 0.5605; F_{(3, 33)} = 1.252, p = 0.3069; F_{(3, 33)} = 0.322, p = 0.8097; F_{(3, 34)} = 0.644, p = 0.5918$, respectively) or gender ($F_{(1, 33)} = 0.413, p = 0.5250; F_{(1, 33)} = 0.543, p = 0.4662; F_{(1, 33)} = 0.906, p = 0.3481; F_{(1, 34)} = 0.973, p = 0.3309$, respectively). The “social status types x gender” interaction was not statistically significant in any of these analyses ($F_{(3, 33)} = 0.406, p = 0.7495; F_{(3, 33)} = 2.727, p = 0.0598; F_{(3, 33)} = 0.313, p = 0.8160; F_{(3, 34)} = 0.286, p = 0.8349$, respectively).

**DISCUSSION**

This study follows the assumption made by Price and Dodge (1989) that direct observation is a useful methodological procedure for the identification and analysis of different social status types. We believe that our results could contribute to the current understanding of some aspects of peer acceptance.

From an evolutionary perspective, the interpretations made of the different roles adopted by members of a social group have always been founded on analyses of the dominance networks established on the basis of aggressive encounters between group members. In this sense, a number of key contributions have been made from an ethological perspective, providing, for example, relevant data regarding dominance-subordination relationships in primates (de Waal, 1986; Rowell, 1974), as well as highlighting revealing links between the behavior of these species and that of humans (Omark, Strayer, & Freedman, 1980; Weisfeld & Coleman, 2005). Most studies of simian dominance relationships show that subordinates are worse fighters than their dominant counterparts. Young children, like simians, compete for dominance mainly by fighting (Omark, Omark, & Edelman, 1975). In the review carried out by Omark, Strayer, and Freedman, the authors demonstrate that dominant individuals tend to be good physical specimens (early maturing, attractive, athletic, and strong); subjects take a lower rank because they are not as tough or strong. Physical traits are salient for dominance from childhood through adolescence (Weisfeld, 1999; Weisfeld & Coleman, 2005). As a dominance hierarchy stabilizes, the participants get to know their ranks. They do not have to fight as often, since they can predict the outcome of most potential encounters (Savin-Williams, 1976).

However, with children, in addition to dominance networks we also need to take into account both affiliative networks (Moreno, 1999a) and leadership
networks (Muñoz, Braza, & Carreras, 2004). In this sense, social status is the result of the subject’s participation in these social networks. In the study of social acceptance, it is necessary to consider not only physical characteristics, but also the skills possessed by subjects in handling social relationships with their peers.

With regard to the popular and rejected status types, our results support the hypotheses proposed by other authors (Coie et al., 1982; Coie et al., 1990; Newcomb et al., 1993; Ortiz, Aguirrezabala, Apodaka, Etxebarría, & López, 2002; Parkhurst & Asher, 1992; Rubin et al., 1998), suggesting that rejected children present high levels of aggressiveness and low levels of sociability, while popular children show high levels of sociability and lower levels of aggressiveness. We believe that the high level of aggression shown by rejected children may be due to their seeking the benefits of high rank. Popular individuals have less reason to start fights since they already control the resources at stake.

When interpreting our results, it is useful to distinguish between different types of aggression. The aggression subtypes that most help distinguish rejected children are person-directed and seizing object aggression. Both these subtypes are likely to contain high levels of aggressive actions that are either unprovoked or mistakenly believed to be provoked. This latter type of aggressive action has been identified by other authors (Hubbard, 2001; Hubbard et al., 2002; Price & Dodge, 1989) as behavior characteristic of rejection which is related to hostile attributional biases. All this may point towards the fact that rejected children have difficulties in processing social information. Furthermore, the difficulties they experience in understanding emotions lead them to act more aggressively towards their peers (Arsenio, Cooperman, & Lover, 2000). This lack of awareness, coupled with their rejected status (Zakriski & Coie, 1996), leads them to engage in inappropriate and deviant forms of behavior which can result in further reduced levels of peer acceptance. The negative effects of these subtypes of aggressive behavior lead rejected children to remain in this “cycle of failure”, reinforcing their status and putting them at high risk of engaging in antisocial behavior in the future (Burleson et al., 1986; Dodge et al., 2003).

Nevertheless in the case of defensive object aggression, the differences between rejected and popular children were not statistically significant. This type of aggression is the only one that clearly arises as a response to real provocation, which may explain why the differences between rejected children and the other types of status were smaller than for the other aggression subtypes. It is likely that this aggressive behavior contains an assertive component and may be useful in social relationships, providing it is not engaged in exclusively (Carreras, Braza, & Braza, 2001; Newcomb et al., 1993). We should remember, however, that the level recorded for rejected children in all aggression subtypes was higher than the average.
With regard to play behaviors, our results show that greater involvement in hierarchical play is a distinguishing factor between rejected and popular children (rejected children are almost never involved in hierarchical play, whereas popular children are practically the only ones that engage in this type of activity). This seems to support the idea that hierarchical play is adaptive, and has a function different from that of other types of games. Early ethological literature on dominance hierarchies suggests that hierarchical play reduces aggressive behavior. Dominance ranks are revealed in the course of this form of play and once the hierarchy is settled, there is less reason to fight since the outcomes of conflicts can be predicted accurately. Moreover, hierarchical play also enables the development of cooperative behavior, which in turn improves relationships between group members.

Rejected children do not engage in hierarchical play, despite the fact that doing so may help them improve their position in the group. Hierarchical play implies the knowledge and acceptance of certain rules and involves sociocognitive abilities that are not required for other types of play and are probably not present in rejected children. For example, Mostow, Izard, Fine, and Trentacosta (2002) observed that in order to maximize children’s involvement in pretend play, it is important to provide them with opportunities for practicing empathic responses, and to train them in the use of social skills that may increase the likelihood of their being accepted by their peers.

In short, our results reveal important differences between some of the behaviors demonstrated by popular children and those demonstrated by rejected ones (aggression, social contact, and hierarchical play). These results may be interpreted in light of the adaptive function of said behaviors and/or in light of the proximal mechanisms underlying them. Thus, since they enjoy a good social position in the group, popular children tend to be more gregarious and relaxed, engaging less in aggressive interactions and more in affiliative ones and hierarchical play (which in turn helps them maintain their status). For their part, rejected children engage more in aggressive interactions, seeking to improve their social position within the group. Our results also lead us to adopt an outlook that takes into account the underlying proximal mechanisms, given that the distinction between different aggression subtypes supports the idea that rejected children may lack some of the sociocognitive and emotional skills necessary for correctly interpreting the behavior directed at them by their peers, something which also constitutes a handicap for participating in hierarchical play, the thing that would really help them improve their social status. At this point, we should perhaps recall the words of Tinbergen (1963), who highlighted the usefulness of bearing in mind the convergence of both explanatory perspectives.

Although popular and rejected children have taken up most of our attention with regard to the issue at hand, it is also interesting to deepen our knowledge
of neglected and controversial subjects. These groups are characterized by being less stable than the others, and may change during the course of the child’s development. In this sense, our results reveal a number of characteristic behaviors shown by neglected and controversial children which may help clarify what exactly makes them different from popular and rejected children, and what may favor or hinder their transition to other status types.

In our sample, neglected children showed less aggressiveness than average children, a finding which coincides with previous research (Newcomb et al., 1993; Ortiz et al., 2002). However, in our case, neglected children showed higher levels of seizing object aggression than did average children and did not differ significantly in this type of aggression from rejected children. Although neglected children are less at risk in their sociopersonal development than rejected children (Burleson et al., 1986; Coie et al., 1990), we should remember that studies focusing on emotional or social functioning variables have suggested that, given their tendency towards withdrawal and their shyness, lack of confidence and high anxiety levels during social contact, some neglected children could be at risk of experiencing future emotional maladjustment. If the resulting isolation continues and they are not provided with the opportunity to practice with their peers and learn the social skills they lack, they may eventually join the group of nonaggressive, rejected children (Kupersmidt et al., 1990; Moreno, 1999b; Parker, Rubin, Price, & DeRosier, 1995). As Arsenio et al. (2000) point out, negative feelings unrelated to specific aggressive behavior can in fact instigate aggression, and the anger, loneliness, and depression experienced by neglected children can lead to future situations of social risk through aggression. The lack of sociocognitive skills of neglected children (Asher & Coie, 1990; Coie & Kupersmidt, 1983; Fabes & Eisenberg, 1992; Hymel, Bowker, & Woody, 1993; Moreno, 1999b; Ortiz et al., 2002) may increase the likelihood of their resorting to seizing object aggression, the replacement of this behavior by other more prosocial negotiation strategies, as would be expected during normal development. This could also cause neglected children to acquire rejected status as a result of their aggression.

With regard to controversial children, several authors agree that this type of status is defined by high levels of both aggressiveness and sociability (Coie et al., 1990; Newcomb et al., 1993). However, some authors have questioned how children with high levels of aggressiveness can be accepted by some of their peers (Newcomb et al., 1993; Rodkin, Farmer, Pearl, & Van Acker, 2000), at least in this age group. Our results highlight this question. In order to explain this finding, we believe that attention should be focused not on their aggression but rather on the difficulties they experience in participating in hierarchical play. While – to date – the bipolar sociability-aggressiveness classification has been used as a criterion for distinguishing between different social status types, our
results suggest the need to take hierarchical play into account in the definition of these types.

In conclusion, it seems that considering hierarchical play in addition to sociability and the different subtypes of aggressiveness (aimed at people, obtaining objects and defending objects) can help us gain a better understanding of differences in social acceptance. Thus, popular children are children with high levels of hierarchical play and sociability and low levels in all aggressiveness subtypes. In contrast, rejected children present high levels of person-directed and seizing object aggression, a moderate level of sociability and a low level of hierarchical play; neglected children, similarly to rejected ones, show low levels of hierarchical play and sociability, but score higher than average children in seizing object aggression; and controversial children present high levels of sociability and low levels of hierarchical play.

Given that this study is exploratory in nature, these conclusions cannot be generalized. However, we believe that our methodological contribution to research in this field could be useful in the selection of appropriate intervention strategies aimed at preventing future social maladjustment, above all during the preschool years, when the possibility of reversing social maladjustment is greater than during the later stages of a child’s development. This is due to the fact that at this age, these social status types are not as stable as they become later on, and tend to be more malleable (Berndt & Hoyle, 1985; Webster-Stratton & Reid, 2004).

Lastly, with regard to gender differences, several authors (Cassidy, Parke, Butkowsky, & Braungart, 1992; Denham, McKinley, Couchoud, & Holt, 1990; Fabes & Eisenberg, 1992; Hartup, Laursen, Stewart, & Eastenson, 1988) have already failed to find gender differences in preschool-aged children with regard to their knowledge of emotions, their emotional disposition or their level of acceptance by peers. In our study, despite the fact that boys showed significantly higher levels of person-directed aggression than did girls, the “social status types x gender” interaction was statistically significant only in seizing object aggression. However, we suggest that, given the importance of aggression in the development of social adjustment and the gender differences that exist with regard to the aggressive behavior of children at this age, future research should focus more widely on the effects of the interaction between status types and gender on different forms of aggression.

Based on these results, future researchers should strive to compare the operationality of the status types obtained from direct observation with those obtained using sociometric procedures. Furthermore, future studies could also focus on developing early prevention and intervention programs that would include training in hierarchical play and alternative behaviors to object-oriented aggression. Training in hierarchical play (rough-and-tumble play, and pretend
play) particularly seems to reduce aggressive behavior and help children develop sociocognitive skills not required in other types of play (for instance, social intelligence, theory of mind). Finally, training in skills such as social negotiation would also help children develop socioemotional qualities and skills (such as empathy).
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